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High Energy Logarithms
MRK limit
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Equivalent to ŝ  ŝij  t̂i ∼ k⊥

• For large dijet rapidity separations
perturbative corrections to σ are
logarithmically

 enhanced:
s
σn+1 ∝ αs ln k ij2 σn
⊥

• Relevant for studies which impose jet
vetoes e.g. VBF cuts in H+jets
• Parton shower does not
systematically resum these logarithms
• HEJ provides a framework to
calculate multi-jet cross sections to
all orders in the MRK limit.
DØ data: arXiv:1302.650
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HEJ1 - in a nutshell
• Leading logarithmic accuracy2 in the
MRK limit
• Simple factorised matrix elements
generalised for any number of emissions.
• Virtual corrections to all orders (matrix
elements are exclusive).
• Matrix elements regularised - no nasty
singularities, can integrate numerically.
• Efficient Monte Carlo integration with
importance sampling.
• Matching to tree-level3 away from limit.
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arXiv:0908.2786, arXiv:0910.5113, arXiv:1101.5394
Work underway to extend HEJ to NLL - arXiv:1706.01002
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Work underway to extend matching to NLO - arXiv:1805.04446
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Transverse momenta heirarchies
ATLAS data: arXiv:1107.1641

Motivation for
combining HEJ with a
parton shower.
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HEJ vs. Parton Shower

HEJ - good at hard, wide angle jets, bad at collinear emissions, transverse
hierarchies.
Parton showers - good at soft-collinear emission and transverse hierarchies,
bad at hard-wide angle.
Overlapping soft singularities to all orders!
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Subtracted Sudakov factors
The approach used by HEJ+Ariadne1 was to generate emissions in the
parton shower using subtracted Sudakov factors:

PHEJ =

2
|MHEJ
n+1 |
HEJ
2
|Mn |

2. Generate emissions according to
the parton shower splitting
function Pshower
3. Accept any emission that could
not have been produced by HEJ.
4. Veto other emissions with
probability Pveto = PHEJ /Pshower
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arXiv:1407.5756
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Missing collinear emissions?

⊥ (r )
• HEJ+Ariadne cannot describe jet profile ρ(r ) = p⊥1(R) dpdr
• Missing: probability that the parton shower would have performed a
collinear emission at an earlier stage in evolution (collinear emissions
are under-counted) → motivates a new approach
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CKKW-L Tree-level Merging
General idea: combine inclusive (matrix-element-generated) event
samples of different multiplicities above merging scale, weight with
Sudakov factors, and shower below merging scale.
Calculate Sudakov factor numerically:
• Find parton shower history and perform
trial emissions from each clustered
state.
• Veto event if trial emission has scale
above next reconstructed scale.
Also allow trial shower to generate MPI:
• If trial shower generates an MPI, allow
this event to replace the original one.
• No double-counting because matrix
element couldn’t have generated this
topology.
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Modified Merging for HEJ: A Method Inspired By CKKW-L
General idea: treat HEJ as a matrix element generator, and put collinear
emissions on same footing as MPI.
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• If a collinear (or MPI) emission is
generated during trial shower, let
this replace the hard event.

• A merging scale is used as a cut-off
to HEJ for computational efficiency
- but not essential to method.
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• Method preserves the inclusive dijet
cross section according to HEJ.
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• HEJ events are exclusive in MRK
limit, but need to correct with
collinear (subtracted) Sudakov
factors.
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Jet Profiles
ATLAS data from arXiv:1101.0070

Average pT deposit > 100 MeV
in a single HEJ event showered
10,000 times (without MPI).
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With the inclusion of collinear emissions and MPI can now describe jet
profiles: indicates that shower is now evolving properly.
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Cautionary tale: cuts can induce logarithms
ATLAS data
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• Tagging jets: hardest

• Event selection:
pT j1 > 60, pT j2 > 50 GeV;
otherwise pT j > 20 GeV
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∆yf b

• Tagging jets: forward/backwards
• Event selection: pT j1 > 45 GeV,
otherwise pT > 35 GeV.

Lesson: definition of cuts and observables make a big difference.
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Summary
• Introduced a new method to combine the logarithmic accuracies of
HEJ and the parton shower - implemented for Pythia 8.
• Jet profiles correctly captured - required both MPI and insertion of
collinear emissions (improvement upon earlier method).
• Vetoes and cuts that simultaneously introduce large rapidity
separations and transverse momentum heirarchies may induce
multiple sources of logarithms.
• HEJ+Pythia generally agrees with data, but a more inclusive event
selection would help disentangle different effects.
Some outstanding tasks for the future:
• Implement method for other parton showers, and compare
performance.
• Implement for other processes, e.g. H + jets.
• Use new method as a tool to inform experimental analyses and
further understand interplay of different sources of logarithms in
presence of exclusive cuts and vetoes.
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